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Abst ract - -Th is  paper concerns triangular function analysis including triangular function series 
and triangular function transformation, which is very similar to Fourier analysis based on sine and 
cosine functions. Besides ine-cosine functions, triangular functions are frequently-used and easily- 
generated periodic functions in electronics as well, so it is an urgent practical problem to study the 
basic properties of triangular functions and the fundamental theory of triangular function analysis. 
We show that triangular functions and sine-cosine functions not only have the similar graphs, but also 
possess similar analysis properties. Any continuous periodic function may be approximated uniformly 
by linear combinations of triangular functions as well as trigonometric functions, and every function 
f(x) E L2[-lr, lr] has a triangular function series as well as a Fourier series. Since the triangular 
functions are nonorthogonal in L2[-v,~r], the orthonormalization is discussed so that a function 
f(x) E L2[-lr, ~r] can be approximated best by a superposition of given finite triangular functions. 
Finally, we introduce the theory of the triangular function transformation in L2(-co, oo), which has 
a close relation with Fourier transformation. These results form the theoretical foundation of the 
technique of triangular function analysis in modern electronics. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Four ie r  analysis, Triangular function analysis, Triangular function series, Triangular 
function transformation. 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
As ear ly as 1807, the French mathemat ic ian  Fourier asserted that  any function with per iod 2~r 
may be expressed as a t r igonometr ic  series. The great  idea has had an impor tant  influence 
upon many sciences including mathemat ics  and physics. In electronics, Fourier analysis has been 
playing an impor tant  role, and a signal is often considered to be a superposi t ion of many sine 
and cosine functions wi th  various periods. Besides sine and cosine functions t r iangular  functions 
are frequently used and easi ly generated periodic functions in electronics as well, and therefore, 
the following basic questions arise natural ly.  
*Triangular functions in this paper are called triangular waves by electronical engineers. 
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(1) Can a signal be considered to be a superposition of triangular functions with various 
periods? 
(2) How to decompose a signal into a triangular function series? 
(3) How to approximate a signal best with the help of finite triangular functions? 
This problem is called triangular function analysis, which is a natural generalization of Fourier's 
idea. 
The aim of this paper is to answer these practical questions mathematically and lay a the- 
oretical foundation for the technique of triangular function analysis in electronics. In terms of 
mathematics, we shall consider the following items: 
(I) triangular functions and uniform approximation, 
(2) triangular function series and biorthogonal functions, 
(3) orthogonalized triangular functions and the best approximation, 
(4) triangular function transformation. 
It is interesting that triangular function analysis has a close relation with the MSbius function 
in number theory. 
2. TR IANGULAR FUNCTIONS 
AND UNIFORM APPROXIMATION 
First of all, we shall introduce the definition of triangular functions, the relation between trian- 
gular functions and sine-cosine functions, and a uniform approximation theory about triangular 
functions. 
DEFIN IT ION.  The functions X (x) and Y (x) with the period 2~r defined on (-oo, +oo) are called 
an even and odd trianKular function, respectively, whose values on one period are given by 
{ ~r 2 + 21rx -~r < x < 0, 
8 ' - (I) 
X(x)= ~2_2~x 0<z<~,  
8 ' - -  
and r 7r ~r -g_<z<g, 
Y(x) = 7r 2 - ~rx Ir 31r (2) 
4 , 
For convenience l t the araplitude of the triangu/ar functions be r 2/8. See Figures i and 2. 
According to Fourier analysis, the triangular functions can be expressed as trigonometric series 
X(x)  =cosx  + cos(3x) + cos(5x) + ~ cos(Tx) +. - .  (3) 
oo 
= Z A(n) cos(nx) (4) 
n----1 
and 
Y(x) = sin x - ~-~ sin(3x) + sin(5x) - ~ sin(Tx) +. . -  (5) 
CO 
= Z B(n) sin(nx). (6) 
n=l  
Notice that the Fourier coefficients {1 
- -  n = 1 ,3 ,5 ,  
A(n) = n 2 ' " " '  (7) 
0, n = 2, 4 ,6 , . . . ,  
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X(x)  
.~ . .~  cos(x) 
,o*'* ~,.o 
X 
Figure 1. The even triangular function X(x). 
.,, Y(,) 
....' "'...~ sin(x) 
X 
Figure 2. The odd triangular function Y(x). 
and 
~,  ~ = 1,3,5,..., (8) Bin ) ---- (-1) n-1/2 
O, n = 2,4,6,..., 
have the property that 
A(n)A(m) = A(mn), (9) 
and 
B(n)S(m) = B(mn), (10) 
for any two positive integers m, n. In terms of number theory, A(n) and B(n) are completely 
multiplicative [1]. We shall use this property many times. 
Now that triangular functions are simple and easily-generated functions as well, we would like 
to ask an inverse question, that is similar to Fourier's idea, can we cons ider  a s ine-cosine 
funct ion  to  be  a superpos l t ion  of  inf in i te ly many t r iangu lar  funct ions  w i th  var ious 
per iods?  The following two series give us an affirmative answer to the question. 
PROPOSITION 1. The series 
cos(x) = X(x)  - ~-~'X(3x)- ~-~'X(5x)- 7~X(7x) +... (11) 
OO 
= ~., #(n)A(n)X(nx) (12) 
n----1 
and 
sin(x) = y(x) + ~-~Y(3x) - ~-sY(5x) + ~--~Y(7x) +. . .  (13) 
oo 
= ~_, #(n)S(n)Y(nx) (14) 
n=l  
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converge absolutely and uniformly in (-oc, oo). Here, #(n), called the M6bius function [1], 
assumes only three values 1, -1 ,  and O. 
PROOF. Let's consider series (12) first. We have 
O(3 
Z #(n)A(n)X(nx) (15) 
n~l  
oo oo 
= Z #(n)A(n) Z A(m)cos(mnx) (16) 
n=l  m=l  
oo 
= ~ ~-~#(d)A(k)coskx (17) 
k=l d[k 
= cos x. (lS) 
From (16) to (17), the summation order was changed, but this doesn't matter for the reason that 
series (16) converges absolutely. In fact, we have 
OO OO OO OO 
Z [#(n)A(n)[ ~ [A(m)cos(ranx)[ < Z [#(n)[ A(n) Z A(m)= 3, 
n=l  m=l  n=l  m----1 
see [2,Theorem 302]. Moreover, by the Weierstrass M-test series (12) converges not only ab- 
solutely but uniformly as well. In other words, cos x can be considered to be a superposition 
of triangular functions with various periods. See Figure 3. The first few triangular function 
components contained in cos x are shown in Figure 4. 
The case of series (14) is similar. | 
In this paper, | denotes the end of a proof. 
The Weierstrass approximation theorem asserts that any continuous function defined on (-c~, 
+oc) with period 2~r may be approximated uniformly by trigonometric polynomials [3]. From (12) 
and (14), it follows that sine-cosine functions can be approximated uniformly by linear combi- 
nations of triangular functions. Therefore, we obtain a similar approximation theorem about 
triangular functions. 
Figure 3. The linear N combinations oftrigonometric functions ~-]~k=l (1/(2k - 1) 2) cos 
((2k - 1)x) approximate X(x) uniformly (left), and the linear combinations oftrian- 
gular functions ~-~=1 (/~(2k 1)/(2k - 2 - 1) )X((2k-1)x) approximate cosx uniformly 
(right), as their term number N increase. (N = 1, 2, 3, 4.) 
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COS x 
n=5 
n=7 
Figure 4. The  first few triangular function components contained in cos x, i.e., 
{l~(n)A(n)X (nx) }.=x,3,5,7. 
PROPOSITION 2. Any continuous function defined on (-cx~, +cx~) with period 27r may be approx- 
imated uniformly by linear combinations of triangular functions. 
Speaking concretely inear combinations oftriangular functions means the algebraic expressions 
of the form 
N 
Co + Z[C(n)X(nx)  + D(n)Y(nx)], 
n=l  
where Co, C(n), and D(n) are numbers, and N is a positive integer. 
3. TR IANGULAR FUNCTION SERIES  
AND B IORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS 
In this section, L 2 I-It, It] denotes the Hilbert space of quadratically integrable functions defined 
on [-lr.lr], <, ) denotes the inner product in it, and [[. [[ denotes the norm in it. 
It is well known that every function f(x) E L2[-lr, lr] has a unique Fourier series 
oo 
f(x) = ao + Z[a(n)cosnx  + b(n)sinnx], (20) 
n=l  
where the Fourier coefficients are determined by 
ao = ~ f(x) dx, (21) 
a(n) = _1 f+~ f(x) cos nx dx, (22) 
J-,, 
b(n) = _1 f~'~ f(x) sin nx dx. (23) 
7r j _  
In the following, we shall show that every function f(x) E L2[-lr, ~] has a unique triangular 
function series as well. 
DEFINITION. We caU the function system 
1, X (x), V (x), X(2x), V(2x),...,  X (nx), Y (nx), . . . (24) 
the triangular function system. 
First of all, the triangular function system is linearly independent in L~[-~r, lr]. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Suppose Co,C(n),D(n) are numbers for all positive integers n. We h~ve 
(3O 
Co + Z(C(n)X(nx)  + D(n)Y(nx)) = 0 ¢=~ Co = C(n) = D(n) = 0. (25) 
n----1 
PROOF. It is obvious that 
Oo 
Co + Z(e(n)X(nx)  + D(n)Y(nx)) = 0 ~ Co = C(n) = D(n) = 0. (26) 
n=l  
Now let us consider the case 
Co + E(C(n)X(nx)  + D(n)Y(nx)) = 0. (27) 
n=l  
Substituting the Fourier series of triangular functions X(nx) and Y(nx) for X(nx) and Y(nx), 
one obtains that 
ao + E(a (n)cosnx  + b(n)sin nx) = 0, 
n=l  
where 
ao =Co =0,  
d[n 
din 
Therefore [1], 
Co = 0, 
_-0, 
din 
din 
This completes the proof. | 
DEFINITION. For n = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  the functions hn(x) and g,~(x) (called biorthoganal functions of 
triangular functions) are defined by 
~ A cos  dx, (2S) 
and 
1 n 
- ~ sin 
respectively. 
EXAMPLE. For n = 1, 2, 3, we have 
1 
h i (x )  = - cos  z ,  
7[" 
1 
h2(x)  = - cos  2x ,  
71" 
h3(x)  =1_~. (cos 3x _ 1~ ) co$  x 
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and 
1 . gl(Z) = - sm z, 
92(X ) = ! s in2x ,  
71" 
g3(x) = Ir ~ sinx 
as shown in Figure 5. 
\ A / -v~.v .  \ ^ / 
VV vv  x(x) hi(x) El(z)) 
X(2x) h2(x) E2(x) A A A A ^ A 
X(3x)  h3(x) E3(x) / V V \ ~"~ ~ / v v \ 
Y(x) gl(x) el(x) A 
Y(2x) g2(x) e2(x) ~ -*'-'¢~--"- V ' ' '~  
Y(3x)  ga(x) e3(z)  A A .*-,,. P,%,,~ j~. h 
X/X/  v v 
Figure 5. Triangular functions, biorthogonal functions, and orthonormalized func- 
tions. 
PROPOSITION 4. Any function f(x) E L2[-Tr, 7r] has an unconditionally convergent triangulax 
function series 
.f(x) = Co + ~-~[C(n)X(nx) +D(n)Y(nx)], (30) 
where the coefficients ore determined by 
Co = ~ f(z) dz, (31) 
C(n) = f(x)h,(z) dx, (32) 
f÷'~ D(n) = f(x)gn(x) dx. (33) 
PROOf. Obviously, series (12) and (14) converge in L2[-r, lr]. Putting them into (20), one 
obtains that 
f(x) = ao + ~ [a(n)cosnx + b(n)sinnx] (34) 
n----1 
oo Oc OO o~ 
= ao + Z a(n) Z A(l)l't(l)X(nlx) + ~ b(n) E B(l)l.t(l)Y(nlx) (35) 
n-~l  l= l  n---1 l-~l 
= ao+ Z a(d)l.t A X(nx)+ b(d)# B Y(nx) (36) 
n=l \ d[n n=l \din 
O0 
= Co + ~ [C(n)X(nx) + D(n)Y(nx)], (37) 
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where 
Co = a0, (38) 
din 
din 
or   f2" Co = ~ f(x) dx, (41) 
/2" C(n) = f(x)hn(x) dx, (42) £. D(n) = $(x)g,~(x) d . (43) 
It should be pointed out that from (35) to (36), the summation order was changed. This does 
not matter, because series (35) converges unconditionally (or commutatively [4]) in L2[-Tr, 7r], or 
one can say, series (35) has a sum independent of orders. The reason for this is shown below. 
There are two series in (35), and let us consider one of the two, for the cases are the same. 
The following series 
E a(n) E A(l)#(l)X(nlx) (44) 
n=l  l= l  
oo  oo  (3o 
= E a(n) E A(l)#(l) E A(m) cos(nlmx) (45) 
n=l  /=1 m=l  
k=l  \n lm=k ] 
are unconditionally convergent in Hilbert space L 2 [ - r ,  7r], because the series 
is convergent, he norm of which is 
= A(m) A(l) [#(l)[ E [a(n)[ cos(nlmx) (49) 
n~l  
< ~ A(m) ~ A(l)I,(l)[ la(n)f cos(nlmx) (50) 
rn=l  /=1 n=l  
= E g(m)EA(l)I#(l)l ~ rEa2(n ) (51) 
m=l  l=l  n=l  
a2(n),  , (52) 
n=l  
< cx), (53) 
see [2, Theorem 302]. Hence, series (30) is unconditionally convergent as well. | 
By Proposition 3, we obtain that the triangular function series of a fuction f(x) E L2( - r ,  7r) 
is unique. Thus, we obtain the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 5. The triangular [unction system 
1, X(x), Y(x), X(2x), Y(2x) , . . . ,  X(nx), Y(nx), . . .  (54) 
is an unconditional basis in L2[-Tr, 7r]. 
We call it triangular function basis. 
4. ORTHOGONALIZED TR IANGULAR 
FUNCTIONS AND THE BEST APPROXIMATION 
A basic difference between the triangular functions and sine-cosine functions is that triangular 
functions are nonorthogonal in L2[-r.lr]. We can get an orthogonal basis by the Gram-Schmidt 
orthogonalization process. With the help of the orthogonalized triangular functions, we can 
best approximate a given function f(x) E L2[-Tr, 7r] by means of a linear combination of finite 
triangular functions. The problem of best approximation is important in applications because 
we have finite triangular functions after all. 
First, let us introduce the following inner product formulas of triangular functions. 
PROPOSITION 6. For any two positive integers m and n, we have 
<x(mx),x(nx)) = ~A ( .~)2  , (55) 
<Y(rax) ,Y(nx))=-~B (m---,~) 2 , (56) 
where (m, n) denotes the greatest common divisor of m and n. 
PROOF. 
<x(mz), x (~) )  
= A(l) sin(mlx), A(k) sin(nkx) 
k=l 
= '~ F_, A(OA(k)  
ml=nk 
=Tra-lA A 
r=l 
oO =.A([m'"12~EA(r2 ) 
\ ran ]r=l 
71 "5 mn 
Here, [m, n] denotes the least common multiple of m and n, and we have 
mn = (.% n)[m, n] (57) 
The formula (56) can be deduced similarly. | 
DEFINITION. The function ~(n) is defined on positive integers by 
~(n) = ~ #(d)A2(d) = ~ #(d)B2(d). (58) 
d]n din 
For example, f~(1) = 1, f~(2) = 1, f~(3) = 1 - (1/9) 2 = 80/81. 
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PROPOSITION 7. For n -- 1, 2, 3,..., we have 
din din 
PROOF. 
din 
din d'ld 
din dlld 
tin dqn/r 
tin 
= A2(1) = i. | 
DEFXNITION. For n = 1, 2, 3,..., the functions En(x) and en(x) are detined by 
9N6 1 ~o~) = v ~ ~ ~ (~) ~ (~) ~ ~oo~ 
and 
en(X) = 9V~9-65 1 dl~n #(d)  B(d)Y(dx) ,  (61) 
respectively. 
EXAMPLE. For n = I, 2, 3, we have 
96 
El(X) = v~sX(x),  
96 E2(x) = W~9~65X(2x), 
Ez(x) = V/-55~(9X(3x) - x(x)), 
and 
96 
el(z) = W~sY(x), 
e2(x) = ~/~sY(2x), 
ea(x) = 5V~s (9Y(3x) + Y(x)), 
as shown in Figure 5. 
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PROPOSITION 8. The function system 
v~2~' El(X), el(X), E2(x),e2(x),..., En(x), en(x),... (62) 
is an orthonormal basis in L 2 [-lr, 7r]. 
PROOF. 
(Era (x), En (x)) 
= 7r-"g ~ a'ln 
n n 
1 1 ~- -~A(d)#(d)EA( .~)#( .~)A;  dd' ~ E /~(/)a2 
- ~ v~ dim d,~. \(d,d') ~) ,l(d,d') 
1 1 ~ n n (d) (~)  
d'ln tl(d,d') 
1 1 E A (d )# (d)  EIg(l)A E A (~)A  . (-~) 
= ~ ~ dl., ,,d ,,d',d'l~ 
= x/r~l x /~ lEa(d)  rid 
_ 1 1 E a (d)#(d)A(d)~(n  ) 
- ~ ~, , Id ,d l , , ,  
Similarly, one has 
(e~(x), ~.(x)) = ~.. 
Here 6ran is the Kronecher's delta symbol. 
Therefore, it follows obviously that the function system (62) is an orthonormal basis in L 2 
[-lr, lr]. We call it orthonormalized triangular function basis. | 
CONSEQUENCE OF PROPOSITION 8. Any function f(x) E L2[-~r, ~r] can be written as the fol- 
lowing series: 
oo  
f (~)  = r0 + ) -~(r(~)E.(~)  + q(~)e.(x)),  (63) 
n----1 
where 
r. = ~ l (z)  ax, (64) 
r(n) =/~'~ l(z)E.(x) dx, (65) 
/? q(n) = / (x )e . (x )  dx. (66) 
EXAMPLE. 
9/F~ 1 
sinx = ~l/wz~__(#(n)B(n)en(x), (67) 
VP~ n) n----1 
cosx = V ~~ 2.., V/ '~ #(n)A(n)s~(x)" (68) 
n----1 
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PROOF OF EXAMPLE. It is because that 
and 
(cos x, En(x)) = 91~33 
1 
X/~#(n)A(n) .  | 
DEFINITION. Let N be a given positive integer. For n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,  N, one defines the functions 
h(nN)(x) "~ 7r5~1 E ~-~A (k )A  (k )  l.~ (k )  l£ X(mx), (69) 
- mlk,nlk " " 
96 ~--~ "l<k<_N . )] 
PROPOSITION 9. The best approximation to a function f(x) E L2(-Tr, 7r) by a combination of 
the finite triangular functions 
1, X(x), Y(x), X(2x), Y(2x), . . . ,  X(Nx),  and Y(Nx) (71) 
is N 
f(N)(x) = Co + Z [ C(N)(n)X(nx) + D(N)(n)Y(nx)] ' (72) 
n=l 
where 
Co = ~ f(x) dx, (73) 
/2" C (g) (n) = f(x) h (N) (x) dx, (74) 
D(N)(n) = /(x)g~ N)(x) e~. (7~) 
PROOF. I(X) • L2[-lr,~r] can be written as 
f(x) = ro + y~ (r(n)En(x) + q(n)en(x)) , 
t'l.~l 
where 
1 f+~ ro= ~ j _ ,  f(x) dx, 
f. r(n) -- / (~)E.( ,~) a~, 
q(n) -- I (x)e.(x)  dx. 
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The best approximation of f(x) by a combination of the finite triangular functions 
1, {X(nx), Y(nx)IN=l 
is 
N 
/(N)(~) = ~o + ~ (~(,,)E.(~) + q(,,)~.(~)) 
rl.=l 
= ro + E r(n) # A X(dx) 
n=l  
] 
N 
= Co + E (c(N)(nlX(nx) + D(N)(n)Y(nx)) ' 
n=l  
where 
c(N)(n) 
al-f ; s n <- N 1 
ni-g~ sn<_ N +~ 
: ~ /~ Z /~(s)A(s) 1 f .=1 ~ . f(x)E..(x)dx 
~/-~sn<N 1 
= f+'Y(x)~/~55 ~ #(s)A(s )~Esn(x)dx  
96 sn sn X(dx) dx = f(x)-~ ~ #(s)A(s) # -~ A -~ 
8=I  
= f_+" f(x)h(~N)(x)dx 
7~ 
and similarly 
D(N)(n) = f(x)g(N)(x) dx. | 
"If 
In fact, "rh(N)fx~IN t n t JJn=l are the biorthogonal functions of {X(nx)}~= 1 in the subspace spanned by 
{X(nx)}N=x,_ and t~tnI"(N)lx~INk / Jn=l  are the biorthogonal functions of {r(nx)INx in the subspace 
spanned by {Y(nx)}Nn=l. 
EXAMPLE, For N = 3, we have 
h~3) ( x) = -~ ? (9X (x) - X (3x) , 
h~3)(x) = ~x(2x) ,  
h?)(~) = 1 54 ~T(-x(~) +0x(3~)), 
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g~S)(x) = ~ (9Y(x) + Y(3x)), 
9 (3) (x) = ~Y(2x) ,  
g~3)(x) = ~g (Y(x) + 9Y(3x)). 
The best approximations of sin x and cos x are 
9/-~ x-~, 1 
sin(3) x = V ~ ~ V/ -~ #(n)B(n)en(x) (76) 
_ 1 54(9Y(x) + V(3x)), (77) 
~r 4 5 
9f J. 1 
c°s(3) x = V ~ ~ ~/.~#(nlA(nlE,~(x) (78) 
1 
54 (9X(x) - X(3x)). (79) 71-4 
5. TR IANGULAR FUNCTION TRANSFORMATION 
In this section, L2(-c~, +00) or L2(R) denotes the space of quadratically integrable functions 
on R = (-oc, +cx~). B(L2(R)) denotes the Banach space of all the bounded linear operators from 
L2(R) to itself. 
By Plancherel's theory [5], Fourier transformation F and its inverse transformation F - 1 are two 
bounded linear operators from L2(R) to itself, i.e., F E B(L2(R)), F -x E B(L2(R)). Therefore, 
for any two functions f(x), ](w) E/2(R), we have 
](w) = (F/)(w) - v~ J -~  /(x)e-'~= dx (80) 
( ) vL~ 1 / -  ÷~ f (x ) :  F -1]  (x ) - -~  .f(w)e'WZdm. (81) 
oo  
Strictly speaking, when the integrations in (80) and (81) do not exist, f:+~ should be considered 
to be lim fN ,  where limit is in the sense of the norm in L2(R), see [5]. 
N-~ -'" 
It is well known that L2(R) can be decomposed into an even function subspace L2ven(R) and 
an odd function subspace L2dd (R) 
L2(R) 2 = Leven(R ) ~ Lo2dd(R). (82) 
In the even function subspace L2ven (R), Fourier transformation F and its inverse transformation 
-1 F -1 become Fourier cosine transformation Fcos and its inversion Fco s. That is to say, for any 
two functions feven(X), a(w) E L2ven(R), we have 
a(w) = (Fco, feven)(w) = ~ ~ feven(x) cos(wx) dx (83) 
1/_ oo 
Avon(X) = (x) = cos(  ) (84) 
In the odd function subspace L~dd(R ), there exist similar Fourier sine transformation and its 
inversion. 
In the following, we shall introduce the theory of triangular function transformation in L 2 (R), 
including even triangular function transformation a d odd triangular function transformation. 
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DEFINITION. The operator T(n) : L2(R) ~ L2(R) is defined by 
T (n) f (x )=f (x ) ,  (85) 
where f(x) E L2(R) and n is any positive integer. 
PROPOSIT ION 10. 
1. The operator T(n) is a bounded//near operator, i.e., T(n) E B(L2(R)), and its norm 
I I T (n ) l l  = 
2. For any two positive integers m and n, we have 
T(m)T(n) = T(mn), (86) 
that is to say T(n) is completely multiplicative [1]. 
PROOF. This proposition is clear from the definition. | 
PROPOSITION 11. The operator series 
oo 
S = Z A(n)lT(n)'  (87) 
n=l  
S -1 = ~ A(n) T(n) (88) 
n----1 
converge absolutely in the sense of the norm in B(L2( R) ), and are mutually inverse. 
PROOF. Because 
A(n T(n _< A(n [[T(n)[[= A(n <~,  (89) 
n=l  n----1 n=l  
Z A(n T(n) <_ A(n IIT(n)ll = A(n < c~, (90) 
n=l  n=l  n=l  
the two operator series converge absolutely in the sense of the norm in B(L2(R)). In other words, 
S and S -1 are two bounded linear operators defined on L2(R). (An interesting question: What 
are the norms of S and S-17) 
Futhermore, we have 
SS -1  --- s - i s  (91) 
= E A(n)lT(n) E A(m) T(m) (92) 
n=l  m=l  
= ~ A(k)kT(k ) ~ . (n )  (93) 
k=l n[k 
= T(1)  = I, (94) 
where I is the identical operator. In other words, the operators S and S -1 are mutually 
inverse. | 
Similarly, we have the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 12. The operator series 
oo  
R = ~ B(n)lTCn), (95) 
R -1 = ~ BCn T(n)  (96) 
n----1 
converge absolutely in the sense of the norm in B( L2( R) ), and are mutually inverse. 
DEFINITION. The functions ,Y(x) and Y(x) are caJled the duM functions of X(x) and Y(x), 
respectively, which are defined on ( -oo ,  oo) by 
0+ _+_?_ 
n----.1 
1 °° ~ (x )  
Y(x) = ~ Z B(n) sin , (98) 
r t= l  
as shown in Figures 6 and 7". 
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Figure 6. The dual function )~(x) of the even triangular function X(x). 
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Figure 7. The dual function Y(x) of the odd triangular function Y(x). 
PROPOSITION 13. The functions X(x) and ~'(x) are bounded and infinitely differentiable in 
(-oo,+oo1. 
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PROOF. We have 
I 1 A(n) n cos 2(x), < ~.=1 
< - -  A(n) (100) 
- 27r 
n=l  
= 2--; ~ + g~ +""  " (101) 
Therefore, the function X(x) is bounded. (An interesting question: What are the supremum and 
infimum of A'(x)?) 
By Weierstrass M-test, series (97) converges absolutely and uniformly in ( -~ ,  c~). By the 
properties of uniformly convergent series, the function .~(x) is infinitely differentiable. 
The ease of the function Y(x) is similar. 
PROPOSITION 14. For any two functions feven(X), C(w) 6 L2ven(R), we have 
C(w) -- (Wevenfeven)(W) -- feven(x)X(wx) dx (102) 
oo 
/Y /even(X) = (Wo.~nc)(X)2 = C(w)X(wx) din. (103) Oo 
2 2 -I L2ve.(R) --~ L2ven(R) are called even triangular Here Wev.n : Leven(R) ~ Leven(R) and Weven :
function transformation and its inversion. 
PROOF. Let us consider the case ----~. 
First, we have 
c(~) = (w.~. . /ow. )  (w) 
[ ~oo L,,..(x)2 (,,,x) dx 
J - -  oo  
= 2-'~ oo hv~.(x A(n cos dx, 
n=l  
1 oo- ,  .#(n) [+~ (xw)  
= -- ~ A(n) - -  I hv, n(x) cos \ ]~  dx 
21r n J-oo r~=l 
= -- ~ A(n Tn f.venCx) cos(xw) dx 
27r n=l  oo 
1 ~ )~  
= ~ Z A(n T.Fco./~,,.,(x) 
= LS-1Fcosfeven(X). 
VzTr 
In one word, even triangular function transformation Weven can be decomposed into two opera- 
tors 
Weven = ~ S-  1Fco, .  
V2~r 
Since both the operators S-1 and Fcos have inverse operators, the operator Weven has inverse 
operator as well 
-1 VT~FcJ.S. (104) Weven - 
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Since all the operators S, S -1, Fcos, and F~o ~ are bounded linear operators, so are Weven and 
-1 Weven , i.e., 
Weven,W~-~n E B (L2ven(R)). (105) 
-1 (An interesting question: What are the norms of Weven and Weven in B(L2wn(R))?) 
Therefore, we have 
feven(X) = Wevlen C(~) 
_- v/~rF~-olsSC(w) 
= v/~Fca Z A(n)lT(n)C(w) 
n~l  
oo 
n-= l 
= cos(wx) A(n C dw 
co n= l
n~l  OO 
= ~ A(n) cos(~zlC(~) d~ 
n~l  OO 
5 = c(~) A(n) cos (~x)  ~ 
? 
The case ¢== is similar. This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 15. For any two functions fodd(X), D(w) • L~dd(R), we have 
D(~v) = (Woddfodd) (w) = f+c~ °°fodd(X)Y(oJX) dx (106) 
fodd(x) = (Wodld D) (x) = j(_:oo D(w)Y(wx) dw, (107) 
where Wod d : Lo2dd(R) ~ L2dd(R) and Wodld : Lo2dd(R) ~ L2dd(R) denote odd triangular 
function transformation and its inversion. 
PROOF. This proof is similar to the proof of the Proposition 14. 
PROPOSITION 16. For any function f(x) • L2(-co, +co), we have 
/? f(x) = C(w)X(wx) + D(w)Y(wx) dw, (108) 
oo 
where  
/? C(w) = f(x).X(wx) dx, (109) 
O0 
/? D(~o) -- /(x)~(~ox) ax. (110) 
PROOF. Combining Propositions 14 and 15, we obtain this one easily. 
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DEFINITION. The two complex-valued functions Tri (x) and Tri (x) are defined on (-oo, +c~) by 
Tri(x) -- X(x) ÷ iY(x), (111) 
Tr -T(x) = 2 - (112) 
PROPOSITION 17. For any two functions f(x),7(w) E L2(-oo, +oo), we have 
f(w) = (Wf)(w) = f(x)Tri (wx) dx (113) 
.4==~ 
f(X) ~--- (w-l f)(X) = - -  dw. (114) 
W: L2(R) ~ L2(R) and W -1 : L2(R) ~ L2(R) are called the triangular function transformation 
and its inversion. 
PROOF. Combining Propositions 14 and 15, we obtain this one easily. 
Obviously, the triangular function transformation W and its inversion W-1 are bounded linear 
operators from L2(R) to itself, i.e., W, W -1 E B(L2(R)). 
The relation between the triangular function transform and Fourier transform of the same 
function f(x) E L2(R) is 
7 = C(w) - iD(w) (115) 
1 (S_la(w) _ iFt_lb(w)) (117) = ~  
where the even function a(w) and the odd function b(w) are defined by f(x)'s Fourier transform 
= - (11s )  
6. CONCLUSION 
From the above, we conclude that triangular functions and sine-cosine functions not only 
have the similar graphs, but also possess imilar analysis properties. Any continuous periodic 
function may be approximated uniformly by linear combinations of triangular functions as well 
as trigonometric functions, and every function f(x) E L2[-r, 7r] has a triangular function series 
as well as a Fourier series. Triangular function transformation, as well as Fourier transformation, 
can be carried out in L2[R]. In one word, a signal can be considered to be a superposition 
of triangular functions with various periods. These results form the theoretical foundation of 
the technique of triangular function analysis in modern electronics. Today we can generate 
triangular functions easily in technique, but electronical engineers know little about he properties 
of triangular functions and the theory of triangular function analysis, because almost all theories 
on signal processing are based on orthogonal functions uch as sine-cosine functions and Walsh 
functions [6, p. 11] rather than the common electronical functions uch as triangular functions. 
For example, engineers in the field of communication misunderstand that only can orthogonal 
functions be carriers in multiplexing [6, p. 142, bottom]. If we take the biorthogonal functions as 
demultiplexing functions, triangular functions can be carriers as well, as shown in Figure 8. 
Like Fourier analysis, we believe triangular function analysis will be important in both theory 
and technique [7]. 
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Multipfier Summer Distributor Multiplier Low pass filter 
t'~-'-~~ ~ ~ ........ J-] = T - - -~t  s(  "LJ " = ) 
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Carrier Biorthogonal function Y(nt) gn (t) 
Figure 8. Schematic diagram of multiplexing based on triangular functions and their 
biorthogonal functions. 
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